Chapter No:- 4 Nouns: Number
Q-1 fill in the blanks with the correct form of the nouns given to show one or many.
One horse
one lion
one tree
one Hill
one mountain
one table

seven horses
many lions
twelve trees
many Hills
many mountains
many tables

one ruler
one picture
one owl
one computer
one duck
one chair

three rulers
four pictures
fifteen owls
three computers
many ducks
many chairs

B The froms of some of the nouns in the following sentence are wrong write the correct
forms in the blanks.
1 The hen laid to two egg.
2. The queen put her crowns her head.
3 Humpty Dumpty Sat On The walls.
4 Varun wore a pair of white shoe.
5 The Baker give me three bun.
6 I ate one mangoes and three orange .
7 Veer has one pet dogs and two rabbit.
8 Mother put one shopping bags on the tables.
9 There are many animal in the forest.
10 There are many rose in my garden.

egg-eggs
crowns -crown
walls-wall
shoe-shoes
bun-buns
mangoes-mango/oranges-orange
dogs-dog/rabbit-rabbits
bags-bag/tables-table
animal-animals
rose-roses

C Add -es to the following nouns to denote more than one.
1 Bush Bushes
4 fox foxes
7 box boxes

2 glass
5 dish
8 brush

glasses
dishes
brushes

3 branch
6 watch
9 bunch

branches
watches
bunches

D Rewrite the following sentences, changing the forms of the underlined nouns
as needed to show many.
1 .There are ten girl in my class.
Ans.There are ten girls in my class.
2. There were box full of old book room upstairs.
Ans.There were boxes full of old book room upstairs.
3 Geeta put three cup of tea on the table.
Ans. Geeta put three cups of tea on the table.
4 Alice put four sandwich and four apple in the basket.
Ans. Alice put four sandwiches and four apples in the basket.
5 My aunt greeted us with hugs and kiss when we arrived.
Ans. My aunt greeted us with hugs and kisses when we arrived
6. The plate was full of delicious sweet.
Ans.The plate was full of delicious sweets
7. After dinner, Ritu put the dish in the sink to wash them.
Ans. After dinner, Ritu put the dishes in the sink to wash them.
8. I have two pair of black shoe for school.
Ans. I have two pairs of black shoes for school.
9. There are beautiful garden in the city.
Ans. There are beautiful gardens in the city.
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